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Abstract:

Use of FRP re-bars has increased rabidly since the last decade to avoid the deterioration of concrete structures caused by corrosion of steel reinforcement. Since FRP bars made from high tensile strength fibers such as carbon, glass, aramid and basalt embedded in polymeric matrices, they are anti-corrosion materials. However, the mechanical properties for FRP are different from steel bars; some types of FRP bars have a low relatively modulus of elasticity in comparison with conventional steel bars. Therefore shear capacity of RC beams reinforced with FRP bars could be different than those reinforced with steel bars, in this study a parametric analysis based on the finite element simulation was devoted to evaluate the effect of the axial stiffness of the reinforcement when FRP bars are used on the shear strength of RC beams. The analysis program consisted of two series of beams with concrete compressive strength 13 MPa and 33.5 MPa with six values for the elastic modulus of the reinforcement 35, 51.5, 100, 150, 209 and 300 GPa with reinforcement ratio 0.91% and shear span to depth ratio 3.0, It was found that the reinforcement axial stiffness significantly influences the depth of compression zone and the shear strength of beams as well as the service load.
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Abstract:

Bond between reinforcement and the adjoining concrete has been extensively studied, and it is confirmed that the use of deformed bars is essential for composite behavior of reinforced concrete (RC) structures. But since bond between the longitudinal bars and concrete results in concentration of damage at a specific localized interval of longitudinal bars where the local buckling occurs, Takiguchi et al. (1976) suggested mitigating this concentration of damage through unbonding of the longitudinal bars from concrete at plastic hinge zone. Kawashima et al. (2001) conducted an experimental study on RC columns reinforced with different lengths of unbonded bars at the plastic hinge zone. It was noticed that the failure of concrete was much less in the unbonded column than standard column, and strain on unbonded bar was less than that on the reinforcement of standard column. Recently, to improve the seismic performance of RC members, it is highlighted in the study of Pandey and Mutsuyoshi (2005) that reducing bond strength between the longitudinal bars and concrete has a favored effect on the failure mode, shear capacity and ductility of RC bridge piers: failure mode at ultimate state is changed from shear to flexural and shear strength and ductility are increased. In the performance-based design approach, the design is primarily focused on meeting a performance objective, which is in line with a desired level of service (Floren et al., 2001, Priestley et al., 2007). For instance, new seismic design philosophies for bridges recommend that important bridges subject to massive earthquakes should be able to sustain the expected maximum lateral force in the inelastic stage with limited damages. To achieve this aim, structure should realize the existence of post-yield stiffness, damage level should be limited, and its permanent deformations (residual deformations) should be smaller than a specified limit; and all these indices are essentially dependent on the composite behavior of RC structures. On the other hand, the studies of Kawashima et al. (2001) & Pandey and Mutsuyoshi (2005) revealed the importance of reducing concrete-to-steel bond to mitigate the concentrated damage in the plastic hinge zone. In the last two decades, civil engineers and designers have attempted to develop and adopt new forms of materials that would assist in the building of stronger, larger, more longer
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Abstract:

In this study, a stress-strain model of fiber-reinforced polymers (FRPs)-confined concrete based on the lateral confinement stiffness was adopted to simulate the lateral response of RC columns retrofitted with external FRP jackets and tested under axial and lateral loads. The adopted model and other five-stress-strain models (established in former studies) were comparatively studied to simulate the seismic response of eight RC-circular columns retrofitted with FRP jackets and experimentally tested under both axial and lateral loads. Compared to the experimental results, the simulation results indicated that all stress-strain models could not identify properly the ultimate lateral displacements of the simulated columns. The adopted stress-strain model was revised to consider the effect of a key influential parameter (eccentricity ratio), which showed a critical impact on the simulation of the seismic response of RC-columns under combined bending and axial loadings. Finally, the proposed model was evaluated in predicting the lateral response of additional three columns and the simulation results exhibited a good agreement with the experimental results.
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Abstract:

This study presents the shear behavior of reinforced concrete (RC) T-beams with innovative steel stirrups hybridized in the longitudinal direction with a fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite. Six beams were experimentally tested: three beams were reinforced with the hybrid steel-FRP stirrups, and the others served as control samples and were reinforced with conventional steel stirrups. Furthermore, a two-dimensional finite-element (FE) model was created and executed using FE analysis software to examine the effect of several influential parameters, including the type and amount of FRP used in producing the hybrid stirrups. Large-scale beams reinforced with carbon FRP (CFRP) stirrups were numerically simulated before and after replacing the transverse CFRP reinforcement with steel-FRP stirrups. Compared with conventional RC beams, concrete beams reinforced with steel-FRP stirrups successfully showed a considerable increase in the beam shear strength and deformability. Moreover, hybrid steel-FRP stirrups can provide design engineers with a new, flexible design to control both the structural response and the construction cost.
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Abstract:

The increasing use of high-strength concrete (HSC) for structures has been widely noticed in recent years. The risk of exposing these HSC structures to high-temperatures during a fire has increased significantly in Egypt. Consequently, the safety of such structures during and after a fire is important which depends on the mechanical properties of HSC structure elements subjected to high-temperature. The main objective of this study is to investigate the residual mechanical properties of high-strength concrete short columns with regard to high-temperature effects. This study presents the results of twenty-nine high-strength short columns 100×100×400 mm exposed to high-temperature cycle and tested under static loading up to failure. Different parameters were considered during this study such as percentage of longitudinal reinforcement, thickness of concrete cover, and temperature degree level. Experimental results showed that the compressive strength of high strength concrete has a little change until 400°C; however, beyond this degree of temperature a 55% reduction in the compressive strength was noticed compared with specimens at room temperature. Also, cooling of heated samples in water decreased the residual strength by 36% compared with their counterparts cooling in air.
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Abstract:

This study proposed Carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) as additional transverse reinforcement at the critical zones of concrete filled steel tubular (CFST). An experimental study consisted of five main sets of specimens representing the ends of columns, such as those merging in through beam-column connections, was conducted. Each main set of specimens investigated the behavior of the concrete core for a specific case of CFST or CFRP wrapped CFST (CFCFST), and each main set comprised three similar specimens to get more accurate results. All specimens were 160 mm external diameter and 320 mm height and had the same concrete grade. The thicknesses of the steel tubes used were 2 and 3mm. The numbers of (CFRP) layers used were one and two layers. The results showed that one and two CFRP outer layers added to CFST greatly improved the concrete compression. Response showed 29% and 54% increase in the concrete core compressive strength, respectively. The increase in the steel tube thickness from 2mm to 3 mm caused 20% increase in the concrete core compressive strength. A new analytical model with a sufficient accuracy was driven to predict the concrete core strength for both CFST and CFCFST cases.
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